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ABSTRACT

Selecting local features is crucial in generating robust compact de-
scriptors for mobile visual search. The state-of-the-art MPEG Com-
pact Descriptors for Visual Search (CDVS) standard has utilized the
intrinsic characteristics (e.g., scale, orientation, peak, center dis-
tance, etc.) of interest points to select salient local features for s-
elective aggregation and compression of local feature descriptors at
different bit rates. In particular, the statistics of center distance was
considered as an important attribute to select features in mobile vi-
sual search, which heavily relies on the assumption of a centralized
object in a 2-dimensional query image. However, the ad-hoc as-
sumption would probably fail to delineate query objects in a clut-
tered scene. In this paper, we propose to incorporate the depth cue
to select local features. As most mobile phones are not yet equipped
with depth sensor, we recover the disparity of local features through
an auxiliary image to fast estimate the depth of a query image. The
experiments have shown that, the incorporation of depth cue into fea-
ture selection can significantly improve the retrieval performance of
the state-of-the-art CDVS compact descriptors at lower bit rates. For
example, the mAP is improved from 84.5% to 88.6% at 512 bytes.

Index Terms— Mobile visual search, Local feature selection,
Depth estimation, Interest points

1. INTRODUCTION

Mobile visual search [1, 2] aims to discover reference images con-
taining the same target objects depicted by a query image, while the
reference image database is hosted at remote server and query im-
ages are captured by mobile device. MPEG Compact Descriptors
for Visual Search (CDVS) standard [3] provides the state-of-the-art
solution for mobile visual search. The CDVS compact visual de-
scriptor consists of an aggregated global descriptor [2, 4] and com-
pressed local descriptors [2, 5]. CDVS supports typical client-server
architectures. Visual descriptors are extracted and compressed on
the mobile client, where retrieval is performed on the server using
the transmitted compact descriptor as the query. In the environment
of wireless transmission, CDVS aims to improve retrieval perfor-
mance while reducing the data size of a compact descriptor.

Based on the image content, interest point detection can result in
several hundred to several thousand local features. For small feature
data size (512 bytes to 4KB), it is not feasible to include all local
features. So selecting a subset of feature descriptors becomes critical
[2, 6]. There are also other advantages of feature selection. Local
feature descriptors are aggregated to form a global feature descriptor.
Incorporating noisy local features would significantly degrade the
discriminative power of the global descriptor [2, 7].

Many research efforts have been devoted to the selection of lo-
cal feature. [8, 9, 10] select features that appear frequently in im-
ages containing the same object as stable features, which can only
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Fig. 1. Exemplar results of local feature selection. (a) local feature
selection result of [6]; (b) local feature selection result of the pro-
posed method. The yellow dots show the discard local features; the
red circles show the selected local features, the larger circles indicate
the larger probability to be matched correctly.

be utilized in pre-processing of image database or query expansion.
[11, 12] predict useful features by training a classifier for visual de-
scriptors. In particular, [6] estimates those features that are most
likely to be matched correctly by intrinsic characteristics of interest
points, which is adopted in CDVS. In this work, we further improve
the performance of interest point characteristics based lightweight
feature selection, which is favorable for mobile devices.

Although the center distance has been proved to be a useful com-
plement to local feature characteristics by SIFT (e.g. scale, orienta-
tion, scale, etc) in [6], this assumption of centralized objects would
fail to distinguish target objects from cluttered mobile scenes (as
shown in Fig 1). In essence, as these characteristics are detected
in 2D pixels, the feature selection model in [6] just relies on still im-
age based 2D location statistics, rather than 3D location statistics, to
delineate the model of target objects.

An important empirical finding is that no matter how greatly
the viewpoint or target object location varies, people usually put the
target object in a scene at a certain depth different from cluttered
or non-cluttered background. Thus, depth is an effective cue for
integrating the 3D model of a target object into feature selection.

There are two key problems in depth-based local feature selec-
tion. The first one is how to recover the depth information. Although
some low-cost depth sensors, like Kinect, appear in the market, most
smart mobile phones are not equipped with a depth sensor. It is es-
sential to figure out a low-complexity approach to inferring depth
cue of query images without any physical depth sensor. The second
one is how to properly incorporate depth information into local fea-
ture selection. With inaccurate focal length and/or unknown camera
movement, the direct disparity comparison between images is infea-
sible. A measurable and comparable depth measure across all im-
ages is needed. What’s more, the depth measure may not be condi-
tional independent with the scale given a feature match, which would
break the conditional independent assumption of different character-
istics in lightweight feature selection [6].

In this paper, we propose a novel depth-based local feature se-
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Fig. 2. Overview of our approach. (I) The input includes a query images and an auxiliary image. (II) The local features are extracted and
matched between the input images. A, the disparity is recovered; B, the RDC is calculated; C, rm are calculated for matching descriptors and
non-matching descriptor separately. (III) The local features with higher rm (marked by a larger red circle) are selected.

lection for mobile search. The proposed approach can yield more
discriminative local feature set to generate compact descriptors even
for query images with foreground distractor or background clutter.
The contributions of this paper are threefold. Firstly, we introduce
the depth information into local feature selection, and adopt a low-
complexity approach to recover depth cue of local features. Sec-
ondly, we come up with a novel rank-based depth measure which is
comparable across all images. Furthermore, we propose an effective
relevance measure to select local features based on the correlation
analysis between depth cue and scale. Thirdly, we built up a bench-
mark of indoors object images (sampled from mobile videos), which
have validated the effectiveness of lightweight depth estimation in s-
electing features and the significant impact on retrieval performance,
especially at small descriptor sizes.

2. LOCAL FEATURE SELECTION

2.1. Problem Fomulation

Let fm denote a local feature. A relevance measure rm is assigned
to each local feature, indicating the probability of being matched
correctly. The objective of local feature selection is to maximize the
sum of relevance measure of selected features:

max
h1,h2,...hM

M∑

m=1

hmrm s.t.
M∑

m=1

hm = L. (1)

where M is the number of local features in an image; L is the expect-
ed number of selected features; hm = 1 for selected, 0 for discarded.

Eq (1) can be solved by ranking and selecting the features by
relevance values. The key issue is to figure out the relevance mea-
sure of each local feature by modeling the probability of successful
matching with regard to different intrinsic characteristics.

2.2. Local Feature Selection using Intrinsic Characteristics

Let cm = (c1,m, . . . , ci,m, . . . , cI,m) denote intrinsic characteristic-
s ci of local feature fm. Typically, a local feature selection approach
attempts to learn rm statistically on five characteristics of interest
points: the scale of the interest point s, the orientation o, the peak
response value of the LoG p, the distance from the interest point to
the image center dc, and the ratio of the squared trace to the deter-
minant of the Hessian cr. Furthermore, [14] adds a self-matching
score characteristic to increase the discriminative power.

It is worthy to note that, in [6], by assuming that different char-
acteristics are conditionally independent given a feature match, rm
can be simplified as

rm =
I∏

i=1

Pci(ci,m). (2)

where Pci(·) is the conditional probability of being matched correct-
ly for a local feature given the value of the characteristics ci.

In practice, at the training stage, correctly matching local fea-
tures are selected by pairwise image matching including SIFT
matching, ratio test, and geometric consistency check [15]. Each
characteristic ci,m of local feature fm is quantized to ki bin-

s {c1i , c2i , . . . , cki
i } by K-Means. The conditional probability of

being matched correctly P
c
j
i

for local features in bin cji is estimated

by Maximum Likelihood method. In the test stage, for each local
feature, Pci(ci,m) = {P

c
j
i
|ci,m ∈ cji}. rm is calculated by Eq (2).

3. DEPTH BASED LOCAL FEATURE SELECTION

As illustrated in Fig 2, the depth based local feature selection consist-
s of: (1) recovering the disparity of local features in a query image
though an auxiliary image captured from a different viewpoint, (2)
generating the relative depth characteristics from the disparity, and
(3) modeling the relevancy measure by combining depth and other
intrinsic characteristics of interest points.

3.1. Recovering the Disparity of Local Features

There are different ways of recovering 3D structure from multi-view
images, such as SFM [16], SLAM [17] and stereo matching [13].
But their main problem is with heavy computational complexity.
Unlike stereo matching, the depth information is needed for local
features only, rather than the pixel-wise dense depth map. Thus,
we adopt a low-complexity approach to recover depth information
of local features in query image IQ though an auxiliary image IA

captured from a different viewpoint.

Firstly, we perform local features matching between IQ and IA.
Then, though image rectification [18] by well matched local features,
each pair of matching features have the same y-coordinate. So, the
disparity dispm of matching local features (fQ

m, fA
m) is

dispm = dx(f
Q
m, fA

m). (3)

where dx(·, ·) is the Euclidean distance measure of matching local
features in x-direction of the rectified images. Note that the disparity
is calculated only for matching local features between IQ, IA.

3.2. Relative Depth Characteristic

The relationship between the disparity dispm and the depth depm
of local feature pair (fQ

m, fA
m) [19] is

depm =
F ·B
dispm

(4)



Fig. 3. The circles show local features, the green arrow line show the
disparity of each local feature. The color of circles ranges from blue
to red with the depth increase of local features. The target object is
marked by a green bounding box.

where F is the focal length of camera, B is the baseline of IQ, IA ,
namely the length of the line connecting camera centers of IQ, IA.

With unknown or inaccurate focal length and/or baseline, the
direct depth comparison between images is infeasible. The dispar-
ity normalization is then needed. As the depth is inversely propor-
tional to the disparity and the depth range of different images may
vary greatly, it is difficult to apply a uniform normalization rule. In
this work, we propose a new rank-based normalization method to
describe the relative depth characteristics (RDC). Suppose that the
matching local features in a query image are sorted in a descending
order by the disparity, and the rank order of local feature fQ

m with
dispm is denoted by rankm. The RDC cQrdc,m of fQ

m is

cQrdc,m =
rankm
M ′ , (5)

where M ′ is the total number of matching local features between
IQ, IA .

As RDC measures the rank of local features falling into a certain
depth range, the comparison of rank order cross different images is
meaningful even if their depth ranges vary dramatically.

3.3. The Combo Relevance Measure

To measure the final relevance, a naive way is to combine RDC with
all intrinsic characteristics, say six multipliers in Eq (2). However,
RDC may not be conditionally independent with other characteris-
tics. As the scale is more influenced by the original size as well as the
depth of an object, we simply assume that scale is the only attribute
that is high probably correlated with the RDC (i.e., not conditionally
independent).

We perform the correlation analysis using chi-square test [20] in
the training set to confirm the dependence relationship.

H0: the scale and the RDC is independent given a feature match;
H1: the scale and the RDC is dependent given a feature match.
Suppose that the attribute values of scale and RDC are quantized

into I and J bins respectively, and the capacity of “match label” of
a local feature (matched or not) is K. Thus the degree of freedom is
K(I − 1)(J − 1).

At the α level of significance, H0 is injected if

χ2 =

K∑

k=1

I∑

i=1

J∑

j=1

(ni,j,k −
∑J

j=1 ni,j,k
∑I

i=1 ni,j,k
∑I

i=1

∑J
j=1 ni,j,k

)2

∑J
j=1 ni,j,k

∑I
i=1 ni,j,k

∑I
i=1

∑J
j=1 ni,j,k

> χ2
α(K(I − 1)(J − 1)), (6)

where ni,j,k is the number of local features that fall into the ith bin
of scale, the jth bin of RDC for matched (k = 1) or not (k = 2).
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Fig. 4. Example images of the object dataset. Rows (a)∼(c): the left
3 columns are query images, the right 3 columns are clean reference
images; Row (d): the left 3 images are distractor objects, the right 3
images are the distractors from CDVS benchmark.

For α = 0.05, we empirically set I = 15, J = 8,K = 2,
and count ni,j,k of all images in the training set of our self-built
dataset. We calculate the statistics χ2 = 9051.73 > χ2

0.05(196) =
229.66. So H0 is injected, and the two attributes of scale and RDC
are conditional dependent with each other given a feature match.

Therefore, for a matching local feature fQ
m , rather than simple

multiplying, the combo relevance measure rQm is updated by the joint
probability of the scale and the RDC:

rQm = Pcrdc,s(c
Q
rdc,m, cQs,m)Pco(c

Q
o,m)Pcp(c

Q
p,m)

Pcdc(c
Q
dc,m)Pccr (c

Q
cr,m) (7)

; otherwise, for a non-matching local feature, the RDC is unavail-
able, and the combo relevance measure is calculated by five intrinsic
characteristics and a regularization parameter β ∈ [0, 1]:

rQm = βPcs(c
Q
s,m)Pco(c

Q
o,m)Pcp(c

Q
p,m)Pcdc(c

Q
dc,m)Pccr (c

Q
cr,m).

(8)
Over the selected local features in query images, we directly apply
CDVS pipeline to generate compact descriptors by local features ag-
gregation and compression [2]. In the subsequent performance eval-
uation, the state-of-the-art CDVS descriptor is employed to test the
impact of depth based feature selection on the retrieval performance.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Dataset

Since the public visual search benchmarks such as INRIA Holidays
[21] and Stanford MVS [22] do not provide auxiliary images to de-
rive RDC, we built up a dataset of indoors object images with a
mobile camera (Sumsung S6). To make the dataset more challeng-
ing, we capture target objects (books, common objects, postcards) in
cluttered scenes. Sample images are shown in Fig 4. The dataset is
available at http://pan.baidu.com/s/1gdSoYOj.

Query set. For each target object, 5∼6 videos with average
duration of 10s are taken in different cluttered scenes. Key frames
are selected every 50 frames to form the query image set. For each
query image, the RDC is recovered based on the subsequent selected
frame as the auxiliary image for depth estimation (e.g., the 50i+50th

frame acts the auxiliary image of the the 50ith frame, i = 0, 1...
). There will be not enough matched features between query and
auxiliary for large time interval, so we empirically take 50. In total,
we select 1009 frames to form the query image set for retrieval test.

Reference set. The number of reference images is 108. For
each target object, 3 clean reference images are captured. To study
the performance, we merge reference images with about 1 million
distractor images. Firstly, we collect 108 distractor images from 36
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Fig. 5. (a) The statistical model of the RDC; (b) The joint statistical model of RDC and scale; (c) Retrieval performance comparison at 4
pre-defined CDVS descriptor lengths; (d) Retrieval performance comparison at very low bit rates.

distractor objects in the cluttered scenes of query images. Secondly,
the Common Object (exactly the UKBench dataset [23]), Graphics
and Paintings dataset in MPEG CDVS Benchmark [24] and Flick-
er1M dataset [21] are added as distractor images.

The retrieval performance is measured by mAP and recall @ top
3 since there are 3 reference images for each query image.

4.2. Experiment Setup

In order to learn the statistical models of characteristics, the dataset
is divided into training set and test set. The training set contains
461 query images, while the test set includes 548 query images. The
statistical model of 5 characteristics applied in CDVS [6] and the
RDC, are learnt on the training set.

After selecting the salient local features, the CDVS compact de-
scriptor of each query image is produced [2]. The subsequent re-
trieval process is performed in the framework of CDVS as well.

In order to show the impact of feature selection at different data
sizes of descriptor, the experiments are performed at 4 pre-defined
descriptor lengths in CDVS: 512 bytes, 1K, 2K and 4K. Moreover,
we set 6 short descriptor lengths of 500∼1000 bytes to validate the
effects of the proposed feature selection method at very low bit rates.

4.3. Experiment Results

Probability model of RDC. In this part, we show the trained statis-
tical model of the RDC. The independent statistical model of RDC
is shown in Fig 5(a), while the joint statistical model of RDC and
scale is shown in Fig 5(b). The joint statistical model of RDC and
scale is adopted in this work to measure the relevance of matching
local features. The consistent distributions in Fig 5(a,b) may justi-
fy the role of RDC characteristic in feature selection. In practice,
The middle range of RDC (from 0.2 to 0.5) usually corresponds to
the target object, within which a higher matching probability results.
The smaller RDC values are usually caused by noisy foreground ob-
jects (like desk texture, hands, etc.), while the bigger RDC values are
often caused by background scenes. Note that for smaller or bigger
RDC values, the probability of good matching is much lower.

Effect of parameters. The parameters in the proposed method
include the bin size of each attribute and the regularization parameter
β. The bin sizes of s, o, p, dc, cr are set to 8,32,16,32,16 as in CDVS
[2]. Table 1 illustrates the effects of bin sizes of the RDC and β (per-
formed without Flicker1M). With a larger bin size, fine quantization
will produce slightly better retrieval performance. β is a regulation
item for all non-matching local features. Without depth informa-
tion, the non-matching local features do not get the joint probability
of scale and RDC. So β is added into the model so that the non-
matching features can be ranked together with matching local fea-
tures. If β = 0, rm for a non-matching local feature is 0, which

β

mAP(%) bin size
10 15 20 25 30

1.0 89.31 89.97 89.70 89.69 89.79

0.8 90.24 89.91 89.90 90.27 90.22

0.6 90.68 90.68 90.81 90.85 91.04

0.4 90.80 90.87 90.93 90.20 91.04

0.3 91.09 91.00 91.05 91.34 91.43
0.2 91.00 90.84 90.81 91.08 91.24

0.0 90.22 89.81 89.87 90.10 90.39

Table 1. Effects of parameters RDC bin size and β @ 512 bytes.

means the selected local features are all matching features. β = 1
means that the rm of non-matching local features is determined by
5 characteristics, while 6 for matching local features. From Table 1,
the highest retrieval performance is with moderate β = 0.3.

Retrieval performance comparison. The retrieval perfor-
mance is compared over a variety of feature selection settings: using
only one characteristic (RDC, scale, orientation, peak, curveRatio,
distCenter), the baseline method [6] and the proposed combo feature
selection method. The RDC is proved to be one of the most effective
characteristics at 4 pre-defined descriptor lengths in CDVS (as seen
in Fig 5(c)). At low bit rates, the smaller the descriptor length is,
the more gain can be obtained by incorporating RDC (as seen in
Fig 5(d)). The reason is, the proposed approach may generate better
ranking of local features than [6] by employing the depth strength-
ened relevance measure, so that those high quality features of target
objects can still be selected out even when a smaller number of local
features are allowed. At the lowest 512 bytes set up in CDVS, the
mAP of the proposed method is 88.6% while the mAP of [6] is
84.5%.

5. CONCLUSION

By incorporating depth cue into the local feature selection, the pro-
posed method can yield more discriminative local feature set for
query images in cluttered scenes and significantly improve the re-
trieval performance. The proper use of depth cue is promising in
improving image retrieval and recognition performance in mobile
search scenarios.
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